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Faculty political donations lean left 
Contributions show slight preference for Clinton over Sanders 

Total contributions made by Rice employees (’00-’16): $433,690 

$376,653 $41,787 $15,250 
3.5%86.9% 9.6% OTHEROT 

Greatest Liberal Contributor (’00-’16) Greatest Conservative Contributor (’00-’16) 
Diana Strassmann - $78,200 

Anne Chao - $30,750 
Sarah Fates - $17,667 

Pol D. Spanos - $15,050 
Thomas Hill - $13,200 

Jack Agee - $10,500 
Malcolm Gillis - $2,650 

Carmen Thompson - $2,700 
Lucas Hartsough - $2,606 
Joanne Carpenter - $2,500 

Total contribution for 2016 Elections: $14,468 

HILLARY CLINTON 

$5,866 

BERNIE SANDERS 

$4,200 

Catalyst to face 
UCourt hearing 

Andrew Ligeralde 
Assistant News Editor 

A public University Court hearing 
to investigate Rice Catalyst’s blanket 
tax subsidiary status will take place 
this Friday, in light of new informa-
tion that Catalyst did not disclose an-
nual funding from the Center for Civic 
Leadership. The allegations are based 
on a complaint filed by Student Asso-
ciation President Griffin Thomas in his 
capacity as a student. 

According to an email from act-
ing UCourt Chair Marcela Interiano, a 
Lovett College junior, the allegations 
state that Catalyst knowingly or un-
knowingly provided false information 
to the Blanket Tax Committee. Inte-
riano’s email stated the BTC’s decision 
was negated. 

“It has been brought to our atten-
tion that Rice Catalyst did not disclose 
an additional source of funding,” it 
said. “Therefore, the decision made by 
the Blanket Tax Committee is invalid.” 

However, the email also said the 
committee’s decision may not be in-
valid depending on the hearing. 

“[The ability of the BTC to make an 
informed decision] was compromised 
and therefore the decision made by 
the committee may be invalid,” the 
email said. 

$10,066 (69.6%)  $4,402 (30.4%) 
CONSERVATIVES

Diana Strassmann - $2,700 
Anne Chao - $2,700 Carmen Thompson - $2,700 
Kathleen Matthews - $250 to Jeb Bush 
Deborah Nelson-Campbell - $116 William Arnold - $1,000 

to Jeb Bush 
Andrew Lynch - $452Timothy Schroeder - $2,700 

to Rand PaulAmanda Thomas - $1,000 
Soon Ryang - $250 Christopher Jones - $250 
Carmen Thompsen - $250 

should be invalidated because we 
need to go through the process again 
with [all of the] information,” Thomas, 
a Lovett junior, said. 

According to Thomas, the BTC was 
aware that Catalyst received CCL fund-
ing at the time of the recommendation, 
but confirmed with Catalyst that the 
funding was not annual. 

“Because they weren’t going to 
have that funding in the future, we 
determined that they did have a finan-
cial need, which is one of the [require-
ments] that we made our decisions 
on,” Thomas said. 

However, Catalyst Treasurer Sai 
Chilakapati, who served as SA trea-
surer and sat on the BTC as a voting 
member at the time of the recommen-
dation, said the funding from the CCL 
was not annual. 

“We received [CCL] funding from 
last year and this year,” Chilakapati, 
a Hanszen College junior, said. “By 
definition, annual is contractual in 
nature. We don’t have a contract with 
the CCL.” 

This year, Catalyst requested 
$3,000 from the BTC and was granted 
subsidiary status by the student body 
in the spring general election. The 
BTC recommends organizations to 
receive funding based on several re-
quirements, including demonstrated 

to Ben Carson 

Jaecey Parham 
Thresher Staff 

Public records show that 
Rice University employees have 
given 87 percent of their cam-
paign contributions to liberal 
or Democratic organizations 
since 2000, while 10 percent of 
the contributions have gone to-
ward those that are associated 
with Republicans. 

Other universities have re-
ported similar findings. The 
Harvard Crimson recently re-
ported Harvard University fac-
ulty to have donated 84 percent 
of their political contributions to 
Democratic causes between 2011 
and the third quarter of 2014. 
Similarly, the Daily Princetonian 
reported 99 percent of contribu-
tions from Princeton University 
faculty were donated to Barack 
Obama in the 2012 election. 

Rice’s findings are analo-
gous with those of most peer 
institutions despite the fact 

that Rice finds its home in 
Texas — a state whose electoral 
votes have gone to Republican 
candidates in every presiden-
tial election since 1980. In com-
parison, Harvard and Prince-
ton are both in states that have 
voted blue for over 20 years. 

The disproportionality be-
tween donations to Republi-
cans and Democrats is most 
evident in presidential election 
years. For the 2008 presidential 
election, 93.2 percent of contri-
butions made by Rice faculty 
were given to either Democrat-
ic candidate Hillary Clinton 
or Barack Obama; 6.8 percent 
were to Republican candidates 
Ron Paul, John McCain or Mitt 
Romney. 

Faculty donations have 
gradually decreased since the 
early 2000s. In the 2008 elec-
tion, faculty donated a total 
of $61,743.93 whereas in 2012, 
$37,548.40 was donated. So far, 

0see DONORS, page 4 

QRC, admin consider increase 
in gender-neutral bathrooms 

Anita Alem 
News Editor 

For several months, Queer Re-
source Center facilitators and Fa-
cilities Engineering and Planning 
have been working on increasing 
the number of gender-neutral bath-
rooms at Rice. 

The group of QRC facilitators, 
including Catherine Wu, Seth Lauer 
and a student who goes by Brook, 
said their goal is to provide a safe, 
comfortable, healthy, accessible 
and convenient option to all people 
who use the bathrooms at Rice, in-
cluding students, faculty, staff and 
visitors. 

“[Gender-neutral bathrooms] 
can be something that is benefi-
cial for all people on campus and 
doesn’t make anybody less com-
fortable,” Lauer, a Duncan College 
senior, said. 

According to Lauer, the main 
concerns behind the push toward 
more gender-neutral bathrooms are 
health and safety of both students 
and visitors to the campus. 

“With the number of accessible 
bathrooms that are gender-neutral 
on campus right now, it’s very 
likely that a student who has to go 
to the bathroom may have to hold 
their bladder as they walk entirely 
across campus,” Lauer said. 

Wu, Lauer and Brook said gen-
der-neutral bathrooms can be help-
ful for a variety of students and 
visitors to the campus, such as indi-
viduals who face anxiety or family 
members that require help to use 
the restroom, regardless of whether 
they identify as gender-neutral. 

“[Consider] a mother with a 
23-year-old son who is in a wheel-
chair and needs help going to the 
bathroom,” Lauer said. “Where is 
she supposed to go?” 

Lauer also said individuals who 
don’t appear to conform with gen-
der norms, including himself, can 
face bathroom harassment when 
using a gendered restroom. Lauer 
said he wore pigtails and lipstick 
at Martel on Beer Bike and while 
he was standing in the line for the 
men’s restroom, another student in 

line indicated that Lauer belonged 
in the women’s restroom. 

“[Instances like this say] the 
way you’re appearing today on this 
campus is wrong,” Lauer said. “You 
don’t belong in this bathroom. But 
do I belong in the women’s bath-
room? It’s Beer Bike and I’m just 
trying to have a good time and 
freaking pee.” 

Wu, Lauer and Brook brought 
the issue of a lack of gender-neu-
tral restrooms to the administra-
tion’s attention in early February 
in a meeting with Dean of Under-
graduates John Hutchinson and 
Vice President for Administration 
Kevin Kirby, who passed the proj-
ect to Associate Vice President of 
FE&P Kathy Jones. Jones said she 
has been working on gathering 
data and putting together a campus 
map showing the gender-neutral, 
single-stall and family restrooms 
on campus for the past month. 

“It’s a very interesting assign-
ment that Kirby gave me, and I’ve 
taken it and have been running 

0see QRC, page 4 

 Recreation & Wellness CenterCurrent gender-neutral bathroom locations 
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Thomas, who was a voting mem- s’onizatiorgantheandneedlaifinanc 

ber of the BTC at the time of its deci- financial record keeping, according to 
sion on Catalyst, said he filed the Thomas.  
complaint with UCourt after speaking 
with CCL Executive Director Caroline 
Quenemoen, who informed him that 
Catalyst received $2,500 to $3,000 
annually from the CCL, according to 
a November 2014 email from Quen-
emoen to Catalyst leadership. Accord-
ing to Thomas, Rice Catalyst’s failure 
to report annual funding from the CCL 
renders the BTC’s decision invalid. 
Quenemoen could not be reached for 
comment before publication. 

“That’s not to say how we would 
have come out with our decision on 
the Catalyst if this information had 
been provided, but I think the process 

“To be a blanket tax organization, 
you must have good record keeping 
and this calls into question that piece 
as well because they weren’t aware of 
this information,” Thomas said. 

Chilakapati said he recused him-
self from both the BTC’s deliberations 
and vote on Catalyst’s subsidiary sta-
tus, since he was treasurer of both the 
SA and Catalyst at the time. 

“When we were talking about Cata-
lyst, I recused myself from discussion 
unless a question was directly speci-
fied at Catalyst,” Chilakapati said. 

Thomas said Chilakapati was a 

0see UCOURT, page 3 
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Lovett senior selected to give 
speech at commencement 

Drew Keller 
News Editor 

Jake Hassell will be this year’s senior 
class commencement speaker following his 
selection from a field of 24 candidates, ac-
cording to former Student Association Presi-
dent Jazz Silva. 

“I am deeply humbled to have been se-
lected as the commencement speaker,” Has-
sell, a Lovett College senior, said. “I hope 
that people see God in my speech and that 
my faith shines through.” 

Silva, who was responsible for forming the 
selection committee for the speaker, said Has-
sell stood out from the five candidates who 
delivered their speeches live before the com-
mittee. She said the initial set of 24 written 
submissions was an increase from 15 last year. 

“I don’t want to ruin the surprise but per-
sonally I found Jake’s speech both humorous 
and thought-provoking,” Silva, a Sid Rich-
ardson College senior, said. 

According to Silva, Hassell also did well 
in several technical criteria such as pos-
ture and tone. Hassell is a member of Rice’s 
Spontaneous Combustion improv troupe, for 
which he has served as president. 

“Because there were so many speeches 
submitted, the competition was extremely 
tough,” Silva said. “We valued speeches that 

were engaging, original and had a message 
that was applicable to a wide audience.” 

Silva said the selection committee, which 
had four seniors and three faculty members, 
did not include college presidents for the 
first time. Instead, she reached out to mas-
ters, the dean’s office and student organiza-
tions for nominations. 

“In my opinion, it’s more fair that all 
seniors have the chance to shape the com-
mencement ceremony,” Silva said. 

Hassell said he hopes to leave an impact 
on listeners through his speech. 

“I want people to see what it means to love 
one’s neighbor, to live a life of service and to 
be surrendered to Christ,” he said. “Really, I 
hope that people see those things in my life 
all the time, but I hope they especially un-
derstand it when they hear this speech.” 

Jake Hassell 

   

   
    

     

 
 

 

  

      
    

     

       

        
        

   
      
      

        
      

        
       

      
     

   
      

      
        

    
     

     
    

      

      
      

     
      

      
       
      
  

       
       

    
       

         
         

       
        

        

    

 

           

charlene pan/thresher 

Representatives of Chicken Soup for the Soul film Lovett College senior Scene Dani Maldonado as part of an episode featuring the Boniuk Institiute. 

 WE  HELP
 THOSE WHO 

DO GOOD 
DO WELL. 

Rediscover what makes us 
a different kind of financial 
partner at the new TIAA.org 

INVESTING  ADVICE  BANKING  RETIREMENT 

C28789 CREATED TO SERVE. 
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0UCOURT 
FROM PAGE 1 
point of contact during the BTC’s deliberations. 

“If we had questions about their blanket tax 
application, we could give it to Sai, who could 
go back to Catalyst to collect the necessary in-
formation,” Thomas said. 

Thomas said he does not think Catalyst in-
tended to deceive the BTC. 

“I honestly think that the email stating the 
support was annual was simply not passed 
down,” Thomas said. 

Thomas said to his knowledge, the subject 
of Friday’s hearing is unprecedented. 

“The constitution is very vague in terms of 
what actually happens, so UCourt would have 
to provide us with guidance there about what 
would happen next if the BTC’s decision is in-
validated,” Thomas said. 

Thomas said he told Chilakapati when he 
filed the complaint with UCourt, but Chilakapa-
ti said he was not aware that a hearing would 
take place until he received Interiano’s email. 

“I found out that something might be filed 
on Friday from Griffin, but officially we found 
out it was filed and this was going towards 
UCourt two hours ago,” Chilakapati said on 
Tuesday. 

Chilakapati said he was confused about 
what he saw as inconsistencies in the judicial 
process and that the hearing was scheduled 
hastily. 

“I just know that we have hearings set for 
this Friday,” Chilakapati said. “And to me that’s 
very short notice. And it’s a time that wasn’t 
even consulted on based off our availabilities.” 

Chilakapati declined to address the specifics 
of the allegations until further review. 

“I’d have to look at our organization and 
say what he’s speaking in regards to,” he said. 
“From our standpoint, this is something that is 
very new and we haven’t had a chance to look 
into the allegations.” 

The hearing will take place on Friday at 4 
p.m. in HUMA 118. 

Economics department sees 
benefits of recent overhaul 

Elizabeth Myong 
Thresher Staff 

Students have responded positively to an 
effort to revamp the economics department more 
than a year in the making, according to Sawyer 
Knight, a student on the Economics Student 
Advisory Board. The board has worked with 
Antonio Merlo, the economics department head 
and new dean of social sciences who was hired in 
2014, to make changes through the Rice Initiative 
for the Study of Economics. 

“Merlo has made it his mission to rework the 
department to be world-renowned and focused 
on empowering students,” Knight, a McMurtry 
College junior, said. 

According to Knight, the initiative has 
implemented significant changes in three key 
areas: revamping of the major requirements, 
hiring new faculty and increasing accessibility. 

The new requirements have sharper 
distinctions between the mathematical economic 
analysis major and the economics major, Knight 
said. In addition, electives have been improved, 
classes are being offered more frequently and 
there are a greater number of class offerings. 

“From what I’ve seen with the underclassmen 
taking their [prerequisites], there’s been a refocus 
to having a solid mathematical and statistical 
background before jumping into the economics 
aspect of the major, which will probably help 
them in the long run,” Hanszen College senior 
Rachel Garber said. 

However, Garber also said this will make 
the department less flexible for students who 
transition to the major later. 

Another important change is the hiring 
of new faculty who are strong lecturers, like 
James DeNicco, who teaches the Principles 
of Economics (ECON 100) course. Under the 

revamped system, ECON 100 replaced ECON 201 
as the department’s introductory course. 

“I have a friend who had tried to take ECON 
100 twice before this year, and dropped it twice 
because he either couldn’t get himself interested 
or the teacher couldn’t help him understand,” 
Hanszen junior Trenton Alexander said. “But 
when he took it this year, DeNicco was able to 
inspire intellectual curiosity in economics, and 
fostered that curiosity into an understanding of 
general economics and basic microeconomics.” 

The initiative has additionally worked on 
making the department more accessible and 
receptive, Knight said. 

“There are three different advisers with 
office hours three days a week every week,” 
Knight said. “There is also a suggestion box on 
the economics department website. Dr. Merlo 
himself is also available.” 

Knight said Merlo has brought new energy 
and that, in the future, economics students and 
Rice students in general can anticipate further 
improvements to the economics department. 
Garber said the changes were vital to the success 
of the program. 

“Considering how many students do major 
in economics, the changes were absolutely 
necessary,” he said. “Rolling it out to 
matriculating students does make the transition 
smoother, but also kind of leaves students, 
particularly sophomores and juniors, stuck in 
between.” 

While Garber agrees with the changes, she 
said she wishes she could have benefited from 
the overhaul. Alexander said the changes are 
helping the department meet its goals. 

“A lot of the changes are good in terms of 
aligning the department with Rice’s vision for 
what it wants its economics department to be,” 
Alexander said. 

Drew Keller, News Editor 

Former Wiess College Senator Han-
nah Todd was appointed interim exter-
nal vice president of the Student Asso-
ciation by an SA Senate vote March 30. 

Todd, a sophomore, came in second 
in the general election race for EVP to 
former Sid Richardson College Senator 
Justin Onwenu. Before taking office, 
Onwenu decided to step down as EVP-
elect for personal reasons. 

The candidates to be the replace-
ment EVP will be announced at 
Wednesday’s Senate meeting and an 
election to fill the role will take place 
next week, according to SA President 
Griffin Thomas. The election will be 
open to all undergraduates, Thomas, a 
Lovett College senior, said. 

Thomas said he had been taking on 
the responsibilities of both president 
and EVP since Onwenu’s resignation, 
but decided the appointment of an in-
terim officer was necessary to carry out 
the role’s responsibilities. 

“It’s gotten to the point that I can’t 
do both effectively,” Thomas said. 
“We tossed around a few names and 
[Todd]’s name just stuck.” 

As interim EVP, Todd is helping the 
new senators begin projects. 

“I am honored to have been ap-
pointed to the position but cognizant 
of the bittersweet situation surround-
ing the appointment,” she said. 

Hannah Todd appointed 
interim Student Association 
external vice president 
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Economics chair to 
head social sciences 

Hannah Todd also looking forward to contribute to shape the 
Thresher Staff school’s educational priorities in order to provide 

the best educational programs and environment 
Antonio Merlo, the department chair of eco- for our remarkable students.” 

nomics at Rice University, has been appointed When he first arrived at Rice as the econom-
dean of Rice’s School of Social Sciences effective ics department chair, Merlo went to each college 
July 1, according to an announcement from the to speak with economics faculty and students 
provost’s office. about their perspectives on the department. As 

As dean, Merlo will supervise the depart- dean of social sciences, Merlo said he continues 
ments of anthropology, economics, linguistics, to be interested in understanding the goals of the 
political science, psychology, sociology and students and faculty he will be supervising in or-
sport management. He will also direct interdisci- der to best meet their needs and interests. 
plinary programs, including cognitive sciences, “My first goal as dean is to meet with the social 
managerial studies and policy studies, as well as sciences faculty and students to understand their 
the school’s research institutes, centers and pro- priorities and aspirations for each individual unit 
grams, such as the Hobby Center for the Study of and program as well as for the school as a whole,” 
Texas, the Social Sciences Research Institute and Merlo said. “[I want to] share my vision with them 
the Master of Global Affairs and Master of Energy and reach a collective understanding of how we 
Economics degree programs. can advance the school to an even higher level of 

According to Merlo’s website, he holds a excellence and impact,” Merlo said. 
bachelor’s degree in economics and social sci- As dean, Merlo will be able to encourage 
ences from Italy’s Bocconi University and a Ph.D. more progress in other social sciences depart-
in economics from New York University. Prior to ments, just as he has implemented successfully 
coming to Rice in 2014, he taught at the University in the economics department. 
of Pennsylvania, the University of Minnesota and “In the past two years, we have seen the 
New York University, and has held numerous vis- economics department experience substantial 
iting positions throughout the U.S. and Europe. growth,” Merlo said. “I am delighted to have the 

Merlo is an elected fellow of the Economet- opportunity to take the momentum to the next 
ric Society, according to his website. He also level and work collaboratively with all depart-
serves as a research fellow or research associate ments, institutes, centers and programs in the 
in several influential institutes, and his work on School of Social Sciences and develop exciting, 
political economy, public economics, empirical impactful initiatives which will contribute to 
microeconomics and bargaining theory and ap- raise the school’s profile.” 
plications has been published in leading eco-
nomic journals. 

Since coming to Rice, Merlo has led efforts 
to create a new professional master’s degree 
in energy economics, added an endowed chair 
position and recruited several highly respected 
economists to the department. 

In his new role, Merlo said he is most excited 
for the numerous components of the position 
and the quality of the Rice University faculty and 
students with whom he will be working. 

“As dean of the School of Social Sciences, I 
am excited to be a member and a leader of the 
school’s extraordinary faculty and representa-
tive of its academic priorities,” Merlo said. “I am Antonio Merlo 

Chao’s husband, Albert Chao, is also a0DONORS member of Rice’s board of trustees. While 
            FROM PAGE 1 Smiseck has not donated to any campaigns, 

Albert Chao has donated to Republican can-
2016 presidential candidates have received a didates such as Jeb Bush and Ted Cruz. 
total of $14,467.60 from Rice faculty. According to Chao, faculty’s political 

Nine of out of the top 10 contributors do- opinions are not intentionally passed down 
nated to Democratic causes; only one gave to to students. 
Republican causes. “Most of my colleagues normally do not 

Diana Strassmann, director of Rice’s voice their personal political views in class, 
poverty, justice and human capabilities and if they do, are very aware not to impose 
program, is the university’s greatest con- their views on the students,” Chao said. 
tributor. Between 2000 and 2015, Strass-
mann donated $78,200, all going to liberal Methodology 
or Democratic organizations. Recipients in- The data shown was gathered through 
clude President Obama, Hillary Clinton and the Federal Elections Commission’s publicly 
Emily’s List, a political action committee displayed records of donations made to fed-
dedicated to electing pro-choice Democratic eral election candidates and political action 
women to office. committees. 

Strassmann did not respond to a request Since the FEC only displays contributions 
for comment. equal to or above $200, calculated numbers 

Rice’s second-greatest contributor is may not account for all of the contributions 
Anne Chao, an adjunct history lecturer who made during the year. 
focuses on the field of modern Chinese his- Data includes contributions made by do-
tory. Chao is also part of the poverty, justice nors who listed Rice University as their em-
and human capabilities program and cur- ployer. The time range of contributions was 
rently serves as a member of the advisory limited to the last 16 years. The data was not 
board for multiple centers on campus, in- further refined based on occupation. For in-
cluding the Center for the Study of Women, stance, the data was not sorted by donations 
Gender and Sexuality. Chao’s contributions made solely by “professors.” 
accumulate to $30,750 to liberal political Party affiliations of federal election can-
action committees such as Emily’s List and didates and political action committees 
candidates including Hillary Clinton. were considered to organize contributions 

Jeff Smiseck, Strassmann’s husband, is on into categories: Democratic and Republican. 
Rice’s board of trustees. Smiseck is the for- A third category was used for donations to 
mer CEO of United Airlines, having resigned nonpartisan PACs, third parties or centrist 
in September 2015 over his breach of ethics. groups not affiliated with a particular party. 

Alumni develop app to 
inform 2016 voters 

Claire Weddle 
Thresher Staff 

Rice University alumni Kevin Ting 
(Hanszen ’12) and Jennifer Shen (Hanszen ’14) 
have been working to develop an app, called 
Soapbox, designed to help inform voters about 
the 2016 presidential election. The app, which 
the alumni created for Android and iOS, has 
already been launched and has around 500 
downloads so far. 

The app provides a short biography about 
all the presidential candidates for the 2016 
election along with the live Twitter feed of po-
litical news. Upon downloading the app, you 
take a quiz that will tell you how much you 
match with the political stances of each candi-
date based on answers to 14 statements regard-
ing political issues. 

Ting said he started the project because he 
realized how uninformed the general populace 
is about the candidates in elections. 

“After the 2014 midterm elections, I chatted 
with a few friends and realized that none of us 
voted, a big reason being that we were woefully 
uninformed even with the flood of campaign 
advertisements leading up to the elections,” 
he said. “From there, I thought, wouldn’t it 
be great if there was an app which we could 
use for a few minutes and come out feeling in-
formed? It was that moment that inspired us to and finished the app in one year. After com-
build Soapbox.” pleting the app, Ting said he enjoyed seeing 

Ting and Shen were hallmates at Hanszen the app take off. 
College and stayed in touch after graduating “Soapbox was an unbelievable learning ex-
from Rice. After Ting came up with the idea, perience,” Ting said. “Seeing the downloads 
he reached out to Shen for her software en- rack up and getting great reviews, comments 
gineering talent. Shen said working on the and support from all our users was the most 
app brought challenges, but they were able to rewarding for me.” 
work through them with the support of Ting Ting and Shen said they hope to work on 
and the team. including local elections and making push no-

“One big challenge was to keep focused on tifications for the app, though the presidential 
the project throughout the year that we worked race is the current focus. 
on it, especially since we were all working on the “I hope that at the end of the day, Soapbox 
project on the side in addition to our jobs,” Shen will have helped engage and bring some new 
said. “I think one of the main reasons we were information to millennials about the election,” 
able to pull through was Kevin’s leadership.” Shen said. 

The team, which consisted of Ting, Shen To learn more about Soapbox and down-
and four others, started the project in Feb. 2015 load the app, visit soapboxapp.info. 

prohibitive. However, it is much simpler to 0QRC change bathrooms in buildings undergoing 
            FROM PAGE 1 renovations, although space can still be lim-

ited, especially when ensuring restrooms are 
with it,” Jones said. “I hope I can make a dif- ADA-accessible. 
ference.” “Putting them in the new construction is 

Jones has reached out to professionals easy, so I think moving forward, once we de-
and LGBT resource centers at universities velop what the policy is, then we can make 
across the nation, such as the University of that standard,” Jones said. “Right now, we’re 
California, Pennsylvania State University trying to make sure that in most new con-
and the Consortium of Higher Education struction, including the Moody Center for the 
LGBT Resource Professionals, to determine Arts and the new office building adjacent to 
the best practices Rice could follow in form- Allen Center, we’re adding at least one gen-
ing its policies. der-neutral facility.” 

FE&P data shows that there are currently Jones said while many of the gender-neu-
38 bathrooms on campus that are compliant tral facilities are concentrated in academic 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act, are buildings, residential colleges are lacking. 
single-stall restrooms and lack explicit gen- Duncan College and McMurtry College have 
der labeling. However, of these 38, only 18 gender-neutral facilities as the newest suite-
are located in an academic building in cen- style colleges, but Martel College, Jones Col-
tral campus. For example, Reckling Park, Tu- lege, Brown College, Wiess College and Will 
dor Fieldhouse and the Biosciences Research Rice College have none. 
Collaborative are not considered academic The QRC facilitators working on the proj-
buildings in central campus. However, this ect said their final goal would be to have 
data has not yet been manually verified. multi-stall gendered or nongendered op-

Both administration and the QRC facili- tions, by transitioning a fraction of the rest-
tators agreed that a simple change to make rooms in buildings with multiple gendered 
after the current gender-neutral bathrooms restrooms to nongendered. Jones said the 
have been fully identified is to relabel any university is trying to move toward gender-
gendered single-stall restrooms that could be neutral facilities for renovations on Brown 
nongendered. Jones said this process should College this summer, and said she believes 
be completed by the end of 2016, with proper that overall, multi-stall facilities on campus 
input from Rice’s architects to ensure aes- are moving toward gender-neutrality. 
thetic uniformity. “I don’t expect pushback from students,” 

According to Jones, the greatest difficulty Jones said. “I think Rice students are great, 
is in implementing new restrooms in older and just from what we’ve experienced so far 
buildings, as adding plumbing can be cost- with Brown, they’ve been very welcoming.” 

https://14,467.60
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Blanket tax process 
remains work in progress 

A recent decision by the Blanket Tax Com-
mittee to recommend an organization for sub-
sidiary status is at risk of being overturned (see 
p. 1). The current blanket tax process, estab-
lished last year, has done away with many of 
issues that plagued the old system, but is still 
a work in progress. Pressing concerns must be 
addressed for the system to remain fair and sus-
tainable. 

The composition of the BTC does not ade-
quately represent the interest of clubs that have 
the potential to become subsidiary organiza-
tions. A majority of the BTC’s voting members 
are affiliated with subsidiary organizations, in-
cluding the Thresher, and even then they only 
represent a small fraction of said organizations. 
These representatives are susceptible to advo-
cating more favorably for the organizations with 
which they are affiliated. Oversight of the BTC 
by a completely separate, unaffiliated commit-
tee would be advisable, and could help mitigate 
the workload of BTC members and make the 
process more accessible. 

Currently, the BTC must oversee the entire 
blanket tax process, which includes ensuring 
financial bookkeeping remains accurate. As 
evidenced by previous discussions surround-
ing Rice Video Productions and current talks 
regarding Catalyst, the maintenance of clear 
monetary records is crucial for rendering proper 
decisions. A separate committee could realisti-
cally focus on verifying the accuracy of subsid-
iary organization documentation. 

Everyone should have equal access to the 
process. However, those on the BTC will inevi-
tably better understand the evaluation process 
than organizations without access to the inner 
workings of the BTC, some of which may be 
interested in applying for subsidiary status. In 
theory, all meetings are public and the process 
is easy to understand. In reality, meetings are 
convened mere hours after public announce-
ment and minutes take weeks to appear online. 
Unfair advantages are likely to emerge when 
BTC members also represent clubs applying for 
subsidiary status. It isn’t so much that there’s 
a risk members won’t recuse themselves when 
necessary, but that the process remains difficult 
to understand despite efforts to clarify it. When 
students vote on a ballot item regarding subsid-
iary status, they cannot easily find the financial 
records of the club in question or quickly under-
stand the process through which the club has 
gone to appear on the ticket. The process must 
be made more accessible and straightforward to 
clubs interested in becoming subsidiary organi-
zations, existing subsidiary organizations and 
those voting on subsidiary status. 

The aforementioned separate committee 
could help review the BTC and recommend 
constitutional changes that would smoothen 
the process and establish protocol for rare situa-
tions or edge cases. Any significant undertaking 
takes time to perfect, and the blanket tax policy 
revisions are no different. The new process is 
among the largest undergraduate policy change 
of the past few years, and because of how im-
pactful it is to the undergraduate experience, it 
deserves additional attention. 

Unsigned editorials represent the majority 
opinion of the Thresher editorial staff. All other 
opinionpiecesrepresentsolely theopinionof the 
piece’s author. 
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The Rice Thresher, the official student newspaper 
at Rice University since 1916, is published each 
Wednesday during the school year, except during 
examination periods and holidays, by the students 
of Rice University. 

Letters to the Editor must be received by 5 p.m. 
the Friday prior to publication and must be 
signed, including college and year if the writer is 
a Rice student. The Thresher reserves the rights 
to edit letters for content and length and to place 
letters on its website. 

R2 RICE WRITES 
Editor’s Note: Happenstance is 

one of those words I always have 
trouble defining. If you look it up in the 
dictionary, it’ll tell you it’s a “chance 
happening or event; coincidence.” But, 
for me, happenstance has a deeper 
connotation, it’s more fate-driven than 
mere irony. This piece perfectly captures 
the definition I can never seem to find, 
that idea of a fateful encounter which 
changes everything — whether it’s for 
better or for worse, we’ll never know. 

— Bailey Tulloch, R2 Monthly Contest 
Committee Head 

A Light Lost in the Rain 
by Isaiah Tristan

 Childhood memories are a blur.  
When we walked around, our eyes 
darted everywhere, blurring our vision 
and filling our heads with more sights 
than we could perceive. 

As we got older, after years of being 
told to sit still, we learned to keep our 
eyes straight. We walked through life 
determined. Focused on our goal and 
nothing else. Whether going to the 
store or to a life-changing meeting, we 
walked with our backs straight, eyes 
forward. We walked with eyes that were 
cold, that did not turn to greet the other 
eyes moving past. Every now and then, 
something would catch our attention, 
however. A smell of fresh bread might 
turn our head to the corner bakery, 
blurring our vision and introducing us 
to the small glow coming from inside the 
shop. Each time we turned, we turned 
back, forsaking the light and continuing 
on with our business.

 What a chance it was that I would see 
the light of your face in a puddle of water 
that rainy evening. I had dropped my 
phone while waiting in a line for a glass 
of lemonade at the park. When I bent 
down to pick it up, I saw your reflection. 
While I was standing there, thinking of 
how to approach you, I overheard you 
say you forgot your wallet to the cashier, 
and I jumped to pay for you. We walked 
and talked, sometimes looking at each 
other, sometimes our eyes darting 
around. The rain stopped, and the sky 
opened up just for us. I showed you the 
stars and told you all of their names. 
You showed me your heart, and things 
were never the same. Everything was so 
bright then, when I could see your face, 
and blurry when you were near me. We 
left the park late that night, and I never 
found you again. Neither the phone 
number nor the address you left led me 
to you. 

It has been years, and I fear you 
do not remember. I wonder if you are 
sharing the stars with someone else, as 
I once did with you. Even so, just once 
more in my life, I wish I… 

[A doorbell is heard, and the man 
goes to answer. The story is never 
finished.] 

Editorial and business offices are located on the 
second floor of the Ley Student Center: 
6100 Main St., MS-524 
Houston, TX 77005-1892 
Phone (713) 348-4801 
Email: thresher@rice.edu 
Website: www.ricethresher.org 

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of 
the Thresher editorial staff. All other opinion pieces 
represent solely the opinion of the piece’s author. 

The Thresher is a member of the ACP, TIPA and 
CMBAM  © Copyright 2015 

The first step in solving any problem is 
recognizing one exists. The Student Association 
has not been working for you — at least not for 
all of you. Far too often we find that a diversity 
of voices are not being heard within the SA, that 
the interests of the silent minority are ignored 
in pursuit of the outspoken majority’s agenda. 
That ends now. I am deeply grateful for the 
SA’s strong leadership in recent years that has 
pushed us toward broader inclusion, but there 
is always room for improvement. We can do far 
better and we owe it to you to do better. 

The Student Association must represent all 
students, not just those who feel empowered to 
run for office. This is why in the coming days 
and weeks, the external vice president and I 
will begin meeting with various student groups 
and underrepresented populations to open 
lines of communication and ensure that the SA 
is a resource for all students. Whether you are 
Hispanic or Asian, black or white, international 
or Texan, queer or straight, Muslim or Catholic, 
of low socioeconomic status or high, or none 
of the above, the Student Association ought 
to work for you. If you would like to meet with 
us, please reach out. This will not be quick nor 
easy. There is no simple fix. However, we are 
deeply committed to making progress. 

In the coming year, the SA will be proactive 
in pursuing issues important to you. We will 
dedicate the full resources of the Student 
Association toward an inclusive agenda, but 
we need direction. If you have a problem, big 
or small, voice it to a senator, college president 
or SA executive member. We are eager to listen 
and help. 

We cannot take on this ambitious agenda in 
a vacuum. The Student Association is capable 
of accomplishing incredible initiatives like Rice 
Education of the Future and Critical Thinking 
in Sexuality, but we need your help to do it. 
Participate, speak up, be vocal, be unafraid. 
When you are ready, we will be listening. 

StudentAsso 
presidentand 
LovettCollege 
junior 

Griffin Thom 

Give credit where it is due 
The credit-hour cap proposal going through 

the Faculty Senate is garnering infamy with the 
Rice student body. Here, I attempt to delineate 
one-by-one the arguments against the cap and 
respond to the arguments for the cap. 

Arguments against the cap 
1. The premise of the cap (to decrease 

stress) is misleading. The number of credit 
hours in a schedule is not indicative of its 
difficulty. A 19-credit-hour semester can be 
perfectly reasonable, while some 13-credit-
hour semesters are hell on Earth. 

2. The cap disproportionately affects 
students without AP credit, early graduates, 
undecided students, pre-professional students, 
engineering students and “multiple” majors, 
among others. These populations of students 
generally need to take heavier class loads at 
certain chokepoints during their college career, 
and this cap targets them unfairly. 

3. The cap limits Rice students’ flexibility in 
steppingoutof theirmajorsandtakingclassesfor 
leisure. In a sense, this cap encourages students 
to “stay in their comfort zone” academically. 

4. Some majors have an enriched number of 
classes that are four credit hours (e.g., physics 
and statistics). The cap places students of 
these majors under tighter credit restrictions. 

5. Though tuition costs continue to increase, 
a limit on the number of credit hours we can 
take seems paradoxical. Why is it that we could 
be charged more to receive less? 

6. If someone decides to use the 20-hour 
cap during the shopping, they are obliged to 
drop a class. The large majority of the time, 
the class dropped will be three credit hours, 
meaning there is an implicit 17-hour cap on the 
rest of the semester. 

Responses to arguments for the cap 
The cap will lower stress among students. 

The cap primarily targets students 
with high workloads and extracurricular 

commitments. There would be a balloon 
effect, where these motivated students who 
can no longer take high credit hour schedules 
will instead “move underground” and take on 
more extracurricular activities. 
Petitions for overload will be lenient. 

This admission is confusing, because 
it concedes that the cap is an unnecessary 
hindrance. Why create an extraneous hurdle 
for many students to jump? 
Classes are overbooked. Placing a cap will 
alleviate overbooking issues. 

Thisproblemshouldbehandledonthesupply 
side, not the demand side. Rice is a learning 
institution: If they need to open more sections 
and have too few teachers to meet demand, they 
should respond by hiring more teachers. 
Students are pass/failing and dropping classes 
late in the semester. 

This is how students learn to fail, which 
is a critical part of the college experience. 
Sometimes P/Fing or dropping is not a matter 
of stress, but could simply be because the class 
is difficult and the student is not ready. In this 
latter case, a credit cap won’t help. 

In conclusion 
I respect what the administration is 

trying to do, but I do not believe this is the 
best solution. In any case, Rice students will 
continue to excel even if the cap is put into 
place. It is what we do best! 

SidRich 
College 
and He 
PAA 

Cyrus 

www.ricethresher.org
mailto:thresher@rice.edu
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arts 
ENTERTAINMENT 

Changing the 
conversation on 
sexual assault 

The Speak 
Up Project 

courtesy juan cruz 

McMurtry College sophomore Madison Blattel performs a monologue addressing the sexual assault at a party on Sid Richardson College seventh 
floor in the second annual Speak Up Project. The performance features monologues written by Rice students about their experiences with sexual 
assault, and recently received funding from the Bill Wilson Grant to become an annual performance. 

Lenna Mendoza 
Thresher Staff 

The Speak Up Project marked its second 
iteration with an entirely new cohort of 
monologues from Rice community members 
about their experiences of sexual assault and 
violence on March 25. The Speak Up Project 
was founded last year by Wiess College senior 
Vicky Comesanas, with the financial support 
of the Bill Wilson Grant. She has directed the 
monologue series both years as well. The 
project seeks to provide a different forum for 
discussion about sexual assault. 

While the premise is the same, the second 
generation of the project feels even more 
essential with the increase in our discourse 
about sexual assault at Rice. Since the last on-
campus performance of the Speak Up Project, 
the Survey of Unwanted Sexual Experiences 
numbers were released, the assault at Sid 
Richardson College occurred, sparking eight 
Thresher articles and the Student Association 
proposed a Critical Thinking in Sexuality 
course. While preventing sexual assault and 
improving the culture for survivors has been 
an important issue for many people at Rice 
for a long time, in the past year it has gained a 
campus-wide urgency. 

Still, the Speak Up Project does something 
that other efforts haven’t — it presents the 
narrative realities of sexual assault without 
qualifying them, uninterrupted, straight from 
the hearts and heads of survivors. 

These aren’t stories of the “perfect victim”; 
these are stories of the oft-called gray areas. 
We’ve all heard the way people talk about them: 
“But she was drinking ... but at first she said she 
wanted to have sex ... but she didn’t say no or 
scream ... but she didn’t report.” 

These monologues make it clear that they 

aren’t cases to qualify. The sincerity, the pain, 
the perspective of the survivors as each horrible, 
confusing moment unfolds is so convincing. 
They feel intimate too, not only because of the 
subject matter, but also due to the proximity of 
the actors to the audience and Comesanas’ very 
deliberate choice not to use microphones. 

Unlike in last year’s monologues, most of these 
assaults took place at Rice. It’s shaking to know 
what has happened on this tiny campus, to know 
that there are people walking around bearing 
the burden of these stories. It makes the SUSE 
numbers feel even realer — it humanizes them. 

It’s shaking to know 
what has happened 
on this campus, to 
know that there are 
people walking around 
bearing the burden of 
these stories. 

The monologue of the survivor of the recent 
assault on Sid seventh reminds us most clearly 
of the fact that people in our immediate space 
have these experiences. In the monologue, 
the survivor responds to those that doubt the 
severity of her experience, to the Thresher, to 
everyone that has felt the right to give their 
two cents. The importance of the project is 
most palpable here; the monologue is a direct 

response to the way we have been talking about 
sexual assault on campus. 

Despite the strength of these survivors’ 
voices, I was incredibly surprised by their 
seeming need to defend themselves. Many of 
them emphasized that while their assaults 
were not classified as rapes, that did not mean 
they were any less horrible. Others asked 
the audience to understand that, while they 
did not always make the best choices, the 
assaults were not their fault. Toward the end 
of the performance I surveyed the faces of the 
audience and it was clear that nobody needed 
convincing. Even when they were in a space 
where they were being heard, they still felt 
the need to defend themselves. I suppose that 
this defensiveness reveals just how hostile our 
discourse can be toward survivors. 

The monologues are significant beyond 
being stories about sexual assault — they are 
also stories of coping with trauma and the 
change that accompanies the process. In the 
discussion fielded by Comesanas afterward, it 
became clear that in more ways than one the 
monologues required the audience to examine 
themselves. Some women in the audience 
shared that the events of the monologues felt 
all too familiar. I was forced to remember the 
way I talked about the assault at Sid, which was 
certainly less than perfect despite how careful 
I tried to be. Even more so than last year, the 
Speak Up Project is not shy about the fact that it 
is trying to change the conversation. 

While this semester’s performance has 
passed, you can watch the archived monologues 
on Youtube via the event’s Facebook page. 
Furthermore, the Speak Up Project has officially 
become an annual event, and I encourage those 
of you who have stories like these to submit 
them and everybody to come see them. It’s a 
truly beautiful and absolutely crucial forum. 

Cleaning house 
with the guru 

of tidiness 
Ryan Lee 

Thresher Staff 

It was a Saturday when I threw half my 
stuff away. My inspiration? A book called 
“The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up,” 
written by the “guru of tidiness” Mari 
Kondo. My relationship with my dorm room 
was strained. While others saw a boring but 
harmless room, I saw the mounds buried 
behind my drawers and the skeletons 
stuffed in my closet. Sometimes the mound 
would surface like a sperm whale, and I 
had come to expect his presence every time 
midterm season rolls around. But Kondo 
promises this does not have to be if I follow 
her “KonMari Method.” So, armed with the 
bible of decluttering, I set aside a Saturday 
to give that whale a KonMari poke. 

12:00 p.m. Clothes. According to Kondo, I 
was to handle each article of clothing and ask 
myself, “Does this spark joy?” If the answer is 
the negative, then it goes to the discard pile. 
Now, I would not consider myself an owner of a 
large wardrobe. But when I piled everything on 
my bed, the wall of cloth in front of me surprised 
me. The selection process was not too bad. It 
turned out there was a remarkable number 
of clothes that I had brought from home but 
never touched since. What struck me in the end 
was that half of my clothes filled up an entire 
trash bag while the other half sat inside a single 
drawer. The goal was to fit the entire wardrobe 
in one location, so mission accomplished. 

2:00 p.m. Books and papers. The same 
rule of thumb applies, and it is supposed 
to get progressively harder. This was the 
point when I realized I am not quite an 
erudite, having not many books to begin 
with and thus not so much to discard. What 
I did have was a bonfire worth of papers. I 
knew that I had a loss aversion mentality 
toward papers, spanning from flyers for 
programs that I might apply for to returned 
homework that I might need to study for 
finals. However, Kondo has an axiom that 
hit close to home: If I did not bother to look 
now, I would never be bothered enough in 
the future. It was time I face the hard truth. 
Those flyers had application deadlines long 
past, and those past homeworks would be 
useful only if they were already part of my 
regiment. Gone were the papers alongside 
my delusions of grandeur; gone too was the 
elaborate filing system I’d created during 
O-Week but had yet to practice. 

3:00 p.m. “Komono,” or miscellany. 
There is an episode of “Friends” where it is 
revealed that the uptight Monica has a secret 
closet where she hides all her messiness. 
I had one such place, and I knew not what 
evil lurked in the heart of that drawer. As I 
proceeded through the KonMari Method, I 
found that, somewhat ironically, most of the 
junk in there was organizing material. The 
compartmentalized trays with spaces either 
too big or too small took up more room than 
saved. The collection of Command strips, all 
still in their packaging, lay nesting inside my 
equally neglected magazine filers. A stash of 
cardboard boxes I had saved had now grown 
into furniture in its own right. All this and 
more — discarded. As illuminated by Kondo, 
the only organizing system I need is the shoe 
box. Simple and no fuss. 

4:00 p.m. Mementos (gasp). A friend 
once suggested me to take clippings of 

0see KONMARI, page 8 

THE 
WEEKLY 
SCENE 
The editors picks 
for this week s 
best events. Time 
to explore the 
wonderful world 
of Houston. 

TOO MUCH LIGHT 
Can 30 plays be performed in 60 

minutes? Stop by McMurtry commons 
this weekend as McMurtry Theater 
tries to find out. The avant-garde, neo-
futurist play incorporates 30 smaller 
plays, from humorous to dramatic, 
while soliciting plenty of audience 
participation. Shows are 8 p.m. on 
Friday and 8 and 10 p.m. on Saturday. 

McMurtry Commons 
Rice University 
1605 Rice Blvd. 

KURT VILE 
Chill, laid-back and twangy, you’d be 

forgiven if you mistook Philadelphia na-
tive Kurt Vile for a Nashville country act. 
Vile has been bridging the gap between 
psychedelia and folk, dropping catchy 
numbers like “Pretty Pimpin” and “Wa-
kin on a Pretty Day.” His tour stops at 
the House of Blues next Thursday where 
tickets are buy one get one free. 

House of Blues 
1204 Caroline St. 

Houseofblues.com 

CAJUN FEST 
Looking for a bonnaroo this 

weekend? Check out the 21st 
annual Bayou City Cajun Festival, 
April 9 and 10 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
You can look forward to authentic 
Cajun cuisine (such as crawfish 
etouffee, red beans with sausage 
and rice, fried boudin balls), music, 
rides and foods. Admission is free. 

Traders Village 
7979 N. Eldridge Rd. 

tradersvillage.com/houston 

WORLD FILM 
For the cinema lovers out there, 

prepare for ten days of specially 
curated global flicks at the 49th annual 
International Film Festival, April 8-17. 
The festival will feature more than 200 
independent films of all genres from 33 
countries that have been selected from 
a pool of over 1,000 applicants. Tickets 
are as low as $7.50 for matinees. 

AMC Studio 30 
2949 Dunvale 
worldfest.org 
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Archi-Arts: Nimble 

courtesy samantha ding 

Dancers from Rice Dance Theater perform a ten-person 
piece at Archi-Arts. The event was a student showcase 
of all types of art, including instrumental music, dance, 
sculpture, fine arts, and architecture. Hosted by the 
Architecture Society at Rice, it took place on March 25 
in Anderson Hall. 

all courses 
taught by 

Rice faculty! 

LEARN A 
NEW LANGUAGE! 

earn 
6 credits 

in 
6 weeks! 

Meet the 
study abroad requirement 

for the certificate of 
language and intercultural 

communication 

to join 
Take 

141 and 142 or span 321 
in 

2016-2017 

find out more at clic.rice.edu 
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WHAT’S HIP RIGHT NOW by kaylen strench 

LIFESTYLE: 
Trump and Cruz
period panties 

courtesy cutefruitundies 

In a phrase: Bleed all over Trump’s face. 
Where to find it: $29.99 for a pack of three 
on CuteFruitUndies’s Etsy page. 

Period panties are already one of the best 
items to come out of the “take-the-shame-out-
of-menstruation” movement. These babies 
remove the need for scratchy tampons and pads 
by absorbing your blood directly. Some brands 
even come with built-in pockets for heat pads. 

One particular brand, however, is taking 
period undies to a whole new level. The “Bloody 
Mary” line not only has all the basic features of 
other PPs, but it also has a special addition on 
its “blood dumpster” panel (the part between 
your thighs) — you can choose to add the face 
of any politician “who has worked to hinder 
women’s reproduction rights,” such as Donald 
Trump, Ted Cruz or Rick Santorum. Yep, that 
means you can watch your blood pool on the 
visage of some of your least favorite people. 
And if that’s not enough, for every purchase, 
$3 will go to Planned Parenthood! Who has 
the last laugh now? 

TV: 
‘Teachers’ 

courtesy tvland 

In a phrase: The true (?) lives of elementary 
school teachers. 
Where to find it: Hulu, TVLand. 

Has it ever dawned on you that your 
super sweet third grade schoolteacher had a 
life of her own outside of the classroom? As 
a future middle school teacher myself, I can 
confirm that if she was in her mid-20s, she 
probably went out to the club, fawned over 
the naked hotties in “Game of Thrones” and/ 
or talked about your naughty peers (maybe 
even you) behind your back. 

Such is the theme behind “Teachers,” 
a hilarious new sitcom centered on the 
personal lives of a group of very “real” 
elementary school teachers. The pilot, as 
funny as any other episode, starts with 
the teachers trying to teach their students 
not to bully and concludes with a full-out 
fist fight between Ms. Adler and a bullying 
expert dressed in a goat costume, while the 
adorable four- and five-year-olds cheer “Stab! 
Stab! Stab!” Watch a couple of episodes and I 
guarantee that you’ll never see your primary 
school days the same again. 

TECH: 
Trojan dash buttons 

courtesy amazon 

In a phrase: Instant order condoms. 
Where to find it: Amazon.com. 

Many of us have been there: You’re in the 
mood, making out with a special someone 
and all you can think about it is taking things 
to the next level. You pull open your “special 
drawer,” and alas! You’re out of condoms. 
Being the smart person that you are, you 
reluctantly take a cold shower and write “sex 
balloons” on your grocery list, promising 
yourself you won’t forget again. 

What if you could avoid this headache by 
hitting a single button? Amazon’s famous 
Dash button now makes this possible. 
Simply press the Amazon “Trojan button” 
and your package of goodies will be delivered 
to your door. The button itself costs only $5, 
and you get refunded the money as soon 
as you use it, making it effectively free. If 
condoms aren’t your jam, you can also buy 
dash buttons for other practical (and just as 
desirable) goodies like Doritos, toilet paper 
and even mac and cheese. 

BOOKS: 
‘Little Red Riding Hood 
(Has A Gun)’ 

courtesy studio coronado 

In a phrase: NRA Fairy Tales. 
Where to find it: nrafamily.org. 

According to National Rifle Association 
representatives, Grimms’ Fairy Tales 
would’ve had happier endings had the 
protagonists just had their weapons on 
them. The organization has made waves 
by publishing new versions of the stories, 
specifically “Hansel and Gretel” and “Little 
Red Riding Hood,” “with guns.” In the new 
version of “LRRH,” Grandma pulls out her 
shotgun when the wolf attempts to eat her. 
In the “Hansel and Gretel” adaptation, 
the siblings shoot a buck in the woods 
and make sure to keep their rifles at ready 
when they arrive at the witch’s home. 

Though gun control activists are clearly 
horrified by these tales, the NRA defends its 
stories by claiming that they are intended to 
help teach children about gun safety. I don’t 
know what to think, but I think I’ll be reading 
my future children the original versions. 

Floating out of the mainstream in the Texas festival scene 
Lydia Dick 

Thresher Staff 

Now that South by Southwest has come 
and gone, music festival season is officially 
upon us. New festivals seem to be cropping up 
every day, each branding their own aesthetic 
appeal while trying to outdo one another with 
elaborate lineups, stage designs, light shows 
and visuals. Some music writers have criticized 
the commercialization of big-name festivals 
like Bonnaroo and Coachella, arguing that their 
lineups have been homogenized in the effort 
to attract larger audiences. At the same time, 
numerous advancements have been made to 
improve the festival experience, from official 
apps and electronic wristbands to virtual festival 
tours. Here are four Texas-based festivals that are 
attempting to break the commercial mold. 

With numerous on-campus 
representatives, Euphoria has certainly 
been working to generate buzz here at Rice. 
Chances are you’ve seen some of the posters 
and pamphlets, littered with eye-catching 
band names including “Broccoli Samurai,” 
“Pigeons Playing Ping Pong” and “Space 
Jesus.” 

“What is perhaps Euphoria’s greatest 
asset is the vast range of electronic subgenres 
represented by so many quality producers,” 
Sean Horning, an on-campus rep, said. For 
groovy jam bands, Horning recommends acts 
like Lettuce, Twiddle, STS9 and the Motet. 
If hip-hop is more your style, catch Juicy J, 
Waka Flocka and Azizi Gibson. 

Once Euphoria moves out, Levitation 
(formerly Austin Psych Fest) will also be 
setting up at Carson Creek Ranch for its 

ninth year. This three-day psychedelic music 
festival has rapidly worked its way up to 
international recognition. The lineup is 
selected by a group of music artists called the 
Reverberation Appreciation Society, which is 
anchored by a love for the weird sounds of the 
1960s. This is reflected in their choices for this 
year’s lineup, which includes Brian Wilson 
(performing the Beach Boy’s “Pet Sounds”), 
Flying Lotus, Caribou and Courtney Barnett. 
Alongside music performances, festival goers 
can also expect light shows, art galleries and 
poster shows. 

If Free Press is too mainstream for your 
taste, check out the Solstice Festival later 
in June, which offers a taste of the local 
Austin music scene. Located in Pan Am Park, 
Solstice is unique in that it lacks big-name 
headliners and instead features primarily 

Austin-based artists and a low ticket price. 
Along with main-stage acts, the festival will 
host club shows at locations around town 
including the Vulcan Gas Company, Empire 
Control Room, Stay Gold and many others. 

It takes guts and a lot of sunscreen to 
brave the mid-summer Texas heat, and it’s 
no wonder most Texas music festivals are 
all clumped together in the spring and fall 
when temperatures are more temperate. The 
hot weather doesn’t phase Float Fest, which 
happens annually around mid-July. To cool 
things down, the festival features a tubing 
trip down the San Marcos River, followed by 
an afternoon of concerts at the Cool River 
Ranch. The lineup has yet to be announced, 
but last year included several popular acts, 
including Phantogram, Local Natives, Dr. 
Dog and Bun B. 

0KONMARI 
from page 6 

articles I have written, and since then it was 
something I did quite mindlessly. I now stared 
at the Thresher editions at hand (too lazy 
to even make clippings) and asked myself: 
Does this spark joy? The answer: No, this is 
like anti-joy. I do find joy in journalism, but 
not like this. Another dilemma was O-Week 
paraphernalia. I am grateful for my O-Week 
family, but none of that stuff sparked joy. For 
this, I resorted to Kondo’s secret trick: Give 
a proper send-off. So I laid everything out, 
clapped my hands together, gave a slight bow 
and said, “Thank you for your service!” The 
whole ritual felt absurd and embarrassing, 
but it somehow worked and I was able to 
carry on with a clear conscience. 

5:00 p.m. When the dust settled, three 
bulging trash bags sat in my room with 
half my stuff in them. It has been a week 
since that Saturday, which gave me time to 
consider whether the KonMari Method is 
really “life-changing.” I think to some extent 
it is. For one, it has obliged me to rethink 
the things I have chosen to keep, such as my 
plushie collection that now sits on my bed. 
I do not think the book is for everyone, but 
for those like me who would like to feed their 
neuroticism, I strongly recommend it. 

courtesy erica cheung 

Hanszen College sophomore Gabriela Barrios and Lovett College junior Katherine Joy Borden star in “Pink 
Play in a Day Promises,” a piece from this year’s “Play in a Day,” hosted by the Rice Players. “Play in a Day” is an 

annual tradition that asks participants to write, direct and perform a play all in the span of 24 hours. 

https://nrafamily.org
https://Amazon.com
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Emmert discusses 
state of college 

athletics 
Andrew Grottkau 

Sports Editor 

The Final Four has attracted all kinds 
of celebrities, public figures and fans to 
Houston this weekend. For most, it is a time 
to sit back and enjoy watching basketball. 
For NCAA President Mark Emmert, 
however, the tournament is his job. On 
Friday, Emmert stopped by Rice University 
to speak with President David Leebron 
about his role as NCAA president. 

In recent years, Emmert has come under 
immense scrutiny for his handling of all 
kinds of situations. One of the major topics 
of criticism has been the debate about 
whether or not the NCAA should pay its 
student-athletes. With coaches earning tens 
of millions of dollars per year, television 
deals earning hundreds of millions of 
dollars and ticket sales pouring millions of 
dollars into universities, many people argue 
that student-athletes deserve to be paid 
for their roles in generating this revenue. 
During his talk, however, Emmert said that 
paying the players is not an option. 

“The relationship is either one of 
students that are involved in higher 
education that are involved in athletics, 
or it is an employee-employer relationship 
where this athlete is involved in the 
entertainment industry,” Emmert said. 
“College sport has always been in that 
developmental model; this is part of 
education.” 

In addition to the pay-for-play debate, 
Emmert has dealt with backlash concerning 
the “one-and-done” model that has become 
prominent in men’s college basketball. The 
NBA has a rule that every player must wait 
one year between graduating high school 
and declaring for the NBA draft. Due to this 
rule, many players decide to go to college 
and play basketball with the intention to 
leave after one year. 

Because only certain coaches recruit 
athletes they know will leave after one 
season, this model allows coaches to create 
“super teams.” Critics argue that the model 
also devalues the role of higher education 
in college athletics because the student-
athletes do not intend to complete their 
degrees. According to Emmert, the “one-
and-done” model is something he disagrees 
with but cannot easily change. 

“These are not NCAA rules; this is 
a rule that is embedded in the labor 
contract between the professional players’ 
association and the owners,” Emmert said. 
“I think what [the one-and-done rule] does 
is completely antithetical to what we do.” 

The one-and-done rule is one of a few 
ways the gap between the top schools and 
the average schools is widening in college 
sports. Another reason is revenue. In 
college football, there are 10 conferences. 
Of those 10, five are considered the Power 
Five conferences and receive the majority 
of the revenue from the College Football 
Playoff, the football version of the Final 
Four. These five conferences, such as the 
Southeastern Conference, then use this 
revenue to fund their programs and widen 
the gap between them and the other five 
conferences, including Rice’s conference, 
Conference USA. 

The NCAA does not receive revenue 
from the College Football Playoff because 
it is an independent event. Because of 
this, there is no NCAA football champion. 
The bigger issue, however, is the way that 
revenue is affecting balance between the 
Power Five conferences and the remaining 
conferences. According to Emmert, this 
is an issue the NCAA must address in the 
coming years but is not pressing at the 
moment. 

“I think [the conference structure] is 
working fine right now,” Emmert said. 
“We’ll have to see where it leads in another 
three to five years because the financial 
bifurcation right now is going to stress 

0see emmert, page 11 

Andrew Grottkau 
Sports Editor 

Rice’s No. 40 men’s tennis team faced a tall 
task going into its weekend match against No. 9 
Texas Tech University. After one of their closest 
matches of the season, the Owls emerged with 
a 4-3 win to claim the Rice Invitational title. 
The win marked Rice’s first win over a top-10 
opponent in its last 13 tries. 

The match began with three one-set doubles 
matches to determine the winner of the doubles 
point. After the Red Raiders claimed the first 

sirui zhou/thresher 

Sophomore Jamie Malik follows through on his serve during his match against No. 9 Texas Tech University. The Owls won the match 
against the Red Raiders to earn their first win against a top-10 opponent in their last 13 tries. Malik fell in his match 5-7, 3-6 but teammate 
freshman Emmanuel Llamas pulled out a 6-4, 6-1 victory and earned the Conference USA Player of the Week award for his effort. The Owls 
are now ranked No. 26 in the nation. 

Tennis topples top-10 Texas Tech team 
match, the Owls’ third doubles team rallied 
from a 4-1 deficit to take their set 7-5. The final 
doubles set, which determined the winner 
of the doubles point, went to a tiebreaker 
tied at 6-6. Rice senior Adam Gustafsson and 
sophomore Jamie Malik faced set point down 
3-6 in the tiebreak before rallying and gritting 
out a long 14-12 victory to claim the doubles 
point for the Owls. The duo saved six match 
points during the tiebreak to claim the crucial 
point for Rice. 

Rice maintained its momentum from the 
doubles point in the singles matches. Despite a 

loss on the top court, the Owls managed to take 
two of the first three singles matches to push 
their lead to 3-1 behind winning performances by 
junior David Warren and freshman Emmanuel 
Llamas. Though Texas Tech managed to win 
the next two matches to tie the match at 3-3, 
freshman Jake Hansen gutted out a three-set 
victory after losing the first set 2-6 to win 2-6, 
6-3, 6-3 and clinch the victory for the Owls. 
Texas Tech is the highest ranked team Rice has 
beaten this season. The Owls now sit at 17-5 on 
the season as they head into an April 1 match 
against Texas Christian University. 
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sirui zhou/thresher 

Sophomore pitcher Willy Amador prepares to throw to a Sam Houston State 

A leg up University player last Tuesday night. The Owls won the game 5-3 for their 
sixth straight win. Amador pitched five innings and earned the win. 

the queer agenda 
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PAID FOR BY THE QUEER RESOURCE CENTER 
events 

Faculty Lunch Discussion Series: Rosemary Hennessy (McMurtry PDR), 12-1 p.m. Apr. 6 Discussion on Pink Washing by Query (Student Office Space), 4-5 p.m. 

Faculty Lunch Discussion Series: Baird Campbell (McMurtry PDR), 12-1 p.m. 
Apr. 7 Gendermyn Discussion of Gender and Performance (HUMA 119), 6:30-8 p.m. 

Take Back the Night with RWRC (Ray Courtyard, RMC), 8-9 p.m. 

Gender Neutral Bathrooms Talk (Miner Lounge), 12-1 p.m. Apr. 4 Erotica Reading (Student Office Space), 8-22 p.m. 

art from the community 

HAPPY 
PRIDE 
WEEK! 

In one of her recent series of photographs, Caitlin 
Young (Baker ’17) took landscape shots of flowers 
and “queered” them, focusing particularly on 
color and texture. 

special thanks to if you want to be featured in the Queer Agenda, please 
submit your art piece to riceqrc@gmail.com 

The Office of Multicultural Affairs 
Gendermyn 
GSA 
RWRC 
Query 
CSWGS and SWGS 201 Classes 

Kidd’s Corner 
Coach Graham turns 80 and reflects on career 

“Ancora Imparo.” These two words rest, 
fully visible in a beautifully decorated frame, 
at the center of legendary head coach Wayne 
Graham’s office in Reckling Park. Over the 
course of the conversation I had with coach 
Graham, he reached out to the plaque and 
handed it to me so I could read the description 
on the back. I silently read to myself the 
background of the phrase traced back to 
Michelangelo during the mid-16th century 
before reading aloud: “A wise man knows that 
he knows nothing.” 

Currently in his 25th season with the Rice 
Owls, I had intended to speak with Graham 
solely to gain insight on his most memorable 
times at Rice, his prior experiences at San 
Jacinto Junior College where he won five 
national championships in a six-year span, 
and his professional playing days in the late 
1950s and early ’60s. However, I left his office 
not only fully informed on those baseball-
related subjects but with life lessons about 
the importance of learning, adapting to any 
circumstance and the power of determination. 
This led me to the conclusion that coach 
Graham has the success he has had and will 
continue to have, primarily because of his 
unique desire for learning and imparting 
knowledge on others. This is why Rice 
University has been such a perfect fit for the 
man who turns 80 today, April 6, 2016. 

Coach Graham came over from Rice after 
spending 11 extremely successful years at 
San Jacinto JC. Collegiate Baseball magazine 
named Graham the Junior College Coach of 
the Century despite being there for just over a 
decade. His 675-113 record, seven straight 50-
plus win seasons, five national Coach of the 
Year awards and five national championships 
may have had something to do with that 
aforementioned accolade, yet the D1 offer he 
was in search of oddly enough never came. 
That was until 1992 when Graham would 
become the coach of the Rice Owls, a team 
that had just seven winning seasons in its 
prior 78 years of Southwest Conference play, 
a conference that could be considered similar 
to the Big 12 of today with the University of 
Texas, Austin, Texas Christian University, 
Baylor University, Texas Tech and even 
Southern Methodist University as the premier 
schools in the Lone Star State. 

But that quickly changed as his coaching 
philosophy mixed with his recruitment 
skills, excitement for his new opportunity 
and appreciation for coaching athletes at an 
academic institution such as Rice steadily 
improved the program. The Owls reached 
pinnacle years in the late 1990s and early 
2000s when the program was No. 1 in the 
nation on numerous occasions. Graham’s 
greatest coaching job yet may have been in 
2003 when he led the Owls to a 58-12 record 
including a 30-game win streak at one point 
in the season. Rice capped the season off with 
a 14-2 victory over Stanford University in the 
finals of the College World Series and was 
crowned national champions. The additional 
Rice accolades are nearly too many to account 
for as the years have gone by ranging from 
an extensive list of first-round MLB draft 
selections, all-American distinctions, trips 
to the College World Series, a streak of 20 
consecutive conference championships and 
much more, all under Graham. 

Statistically, the numbers coach Graham 
have produced are some of the most impressive 
the game has ever seen. For this 2016 season, 
the team has 53 scheduled regular season 
games. Factoring in the Conference USA 
tournament and an NCAA regional bid, 
the team will play roughly 60 games with 
a chance for more as they progress further 
into the national tournament. Multiplying 
an average of 40 wins per season for the 25 
years Graham has been here, gives him 1,000 
Division 1 wins. However, Graham is currently 

sitting at 1,093 wins, easily surpassing even 
that historic mark. 

As you can tell from the statistics above, all 
of the numbers truly do speak for themselves, 
so I wish to close this editorial piece out with 
some of the nuggets of information coach 
Graham imparted to me about his coaching 
philosophy and his time at Rice thus far. 

“When I got this job [in 1992], a lot of 
folks thought that 55 was too old,” Graham 
said. “That has changed and I feel I’ve had 
something to do with changing that, but I told 
myself when I got this job [that] I’ve wanted to 
do this all along so now I will do this as long 
as I can.” 

As much as coach Graham understands 
and has been around the game of baseball 
dating back to his early childhood, he credits 
his success to the drive to continue to pursue 
what you love to do. 

“I feel like there are some models out there 
for people who are driven to work because 
they [not only] love what they do [but] have 
learned a lot about what they do. [People 
like myself] feel like they can still make a 
contribution and [continue] to give to their 
craft,” Graham said. 

As the years have gone by, coach Graham 
said he feels that his favorite memories are 
those when the team has experienced a hard-
fought triumph for the first time. 

“Each step has been a favorite. The first 
time you get to Omaha, first time you win 
a championship, [and the] first time you 
win a conference championship [like the 
Southwestern Conference in 1996],” Graham 
said. “The growth you see from year to year in 
having a bad year in Conference, though we 
still won over 40 games and made a regional, 
to the next year getting to Omaha is why you 
keep at it with these young players.” 

In terms of how Graham feels the game 
of baseball has remained constant during 
his 36 years of coaching and years of playing 
professionally beforehand is this concept of 
an “educated guess.” 

“Nothing is 100 percent in baseball, it’s 
all percentages and if you are too much of a 
perfectionist and it eats on you too hard if you 
make a wrong guess, then you can’t survive,” 
Graham said. “I’m not saying I always make 
the right guess but it is an educated guess, 
everything in baseball is an educated guess 
when you’re talking about management: The 
management of people [and the] management 
of the game … is what makes [baseball] such 
an intricate game.” 

I had an enjoyable time speaking to 
coach Graham and am honored to have 
been granted to the opportunity to work 
under him and for his ball club over the past 
three seasons. It does not take long after 
meeting with Graham to almost forget all 
of the accolades and just realize that he is 
somebody very accessible and wise, willing 
to impart knowledge on those around him 
whether his thoughts, anecdotes or advice 
are baseball related or not. 

And as for the plans coach Graham has 
to celebrate his 80th birthday, he cut off the 
conversation rather quickly, smiled and said 
in a half-joking, half-honest response: 

“Just get it over with and move on.” 

isaLo 
junior 
ofthe 
baseb 
team 

Mich 

THRESHER 
SPORTS 
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The Final 
Kauntdown 

Uniting communities 
with sports 

This weekend, the biggest college 
sporting event in the country was held 
just down the street from our school. 
Thousands of people from all over the 
nation flocked to NRG Stadium here in 
Houston to witness the Final Four, the 
event that crowns the national champion 
of NCAA Division I men’s basketball. 

NBA Hall of Famer Charles Barkley was 
one of those people. Amid the nervous 
fans paying hundreds of dollars for upper-
deck seats, the anxious players following 
strict workout regimens and the desperate 
media members shoving microphones into 
scrums trying to get a few quotes for their 
next articles, he said everybody needed to 
have some perspective. 

“Our job is to make people enjoy 
watching basketball,” Barkley said. “It’s 
just sports; we’re not saving the world.” 

Barkley is an NBA legend. He knows 
more about basketball than I ever will. But 
in this case, he is wrong. 

Barkley’s quote brought to mind 
an article I recently read by Onaje X. 
O. Woodbine, a former Yale University 
basketball star who quit basketball after 
his sophomore year. In his article, “Why 
I quit Yale basketball at the top of my 
game,” Woodbine said, “Basketball is 
not just a game. It is a microcosm of the 
social world. As such the sport legitimizes 
that world, maintains it, and has the 
miraculous power to transform it.” 

Indeed, while basketball may not be 
“saving the world,” it is not something 
to be taken lightly. At halftime of the 
game between the University of North 
Carolina and Syracuse University, the 
NCAA honored the 1966 Texas Western 
basketball team. 50 years ago, that 
team became the first team with an all-
black starting lineup to win the national 
championship, beating an all-white 
University of Kentucky team in the 
national title game. The victory spurred 
numerous schools, especially those in the 
south, to change the way they recruited 
for sports, giving more opportunities to 
black student-athletes. 

Basketball is not unique in its power. 
Following the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, 
professional sports games were halted for 
a week to protect athletes and fans. In the 
first baseball game in New York following 
the attacks, with the country on edge and 
some fans hesitant to come to the packed 
stadium for fear of further attacks, New 
York Mets catcher Mike Piazza hit a walk-
off home run and the entire stadium united 
in cheers. Many point to that moment as 
one of the major moments of healing due 
to the unity and jubilation it fostered. 

Of course, other nations have used 
sports to heal as well. In 1995, the year 
apartheid ended in South Africa, the 
nation hosted the Rugby World Cup. 
Until that time, rugby was a sport played 
almost exclusively by white people in 
South Africa. The host nation’s team went 
on a historic run in the tournament and 
won the title. It was after the title game, 
however, that the most important moment 
occurred. President Nelson Mandela 
embraced the white captain of the team 
as he handed him the trophy. South 
African citizens look upon that moment 
as a defining gesture of unity in the post-
apartheid nation. 

Often, what Barkley says is true. Sports 
are not usually going to change the world. 
But to claim that sports should be treated 
as mere fun is incorrect. They can unite, 
empower and inspire. Sometimes, the 
games themselves are the least important 
part of all. 

Andrew Grottkau 
is a McMurtry College 
freshm 
Thresher 
editor 

jake nyquist/thresher 

President David Leebron shakes the hand of NCAA President Mark Emmert following Emmert’s visit to Rice’s campus Friday afternoon. During his 
visit, Emmert addressed the state of NCAA athletics, discussing issues such as paying college athletes, the ‘one and done’ rule and revenue disparity. 

consider providing students with insurance if 
0EMMERT it were determined that playing football was 

from  page  9  linked to dementia, Emmert said insurance 
was not a fair compromise. 

“If it’s clear that playing football or any 
how we make decisions.” other sport properly leads to dementia then 

Finally, on the topic of concussions in we ought to stop playing that sport,” Emmert 
football and the studies currently underway said. “The notion that if we know this sport 
to determine the impact of playing football causes dementia, that we are going to give 
on health later in life, Emmert took a hard you a cash payment is pretty inconsistent 
stance. When asked if the NCAA would with the values of higher education.” 

Emmert and the NCAA are still working 
through scandals, including one involving the 
University of North Carolina men’s basketball 
team, which played at the Final Four this 
weekend. They are funding concussion studies 
and lobbying the NBA to change its one-and-
done rule while fighting back against lawsuits 
calling for student-athletes to be paid. The 
future of college sports is unclear, and Emmert 
will have no shortage of work to do in the 
coming years to determine its course. 
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The Survey of the 
“Survey of All Students” 
of All Students 

You Have Active Holds On Your Account 
To proceed with registration, please complete the follow-up survey. 

1. Did you complete the SAS for this academic year? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

2. But did you actually complete it? Like, were you honest and everything? 

a. Yes 
b. OK, I got through the first ___(I)___%, and then realized I had better stuff
     to do. Like ___(II)___. 

(I) (II) 
a. 50 a. Finish up my homework 
b. 40 b. Remain apathetic to all campus-wide 
c. 30      events 
d. 20 (seriously?) c. Shave m’pubes 
e. 10 (All right, you might d. Commit a violent crime 
     as well just say no) e. Literally anything else 

f. Other:_____________ 
c. No 

3. Fine, we understand that you didn’t answer a lot of questions. But please 
consider answering the following to the best of your ability, as the SAS did not 
provide any conclusive data to this vital part of Rice University: How important 
is Willy’s Pub to your Rice experience? 

a. Extremely important 
b. Unfathomably important 
c. I cannot do this question the injustice of putting some sort of response 
     into words, for Willy’s Pub has been an incredible source of of academic,
     creative and sexual inspiration that has shaped me into the 
     man/woman/other/both person that I am today 
d. Wait, is this for real? Like was this actually a question on the SAS? 

4. How often did you answer “Yes” to a question, realize that leads to more 
     questions and change the original answer to “No” so you wouldn’t have to 
     deal with the follow-ups? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

5. If you answered “Yes” for question 4, please handwrite a five-page essay on 
one of the following topics, and mail to: 
David Leebron, 2 Sunset Blvd, Houston, TX 77005 

a. Your favorite type of boba, and why 
b. The most effective Rice University president of the past decade 
c. If you were president for a day, how would you make Rice more like an Ivy? 
d. The moral implications of refraining from washing your hands when no 
     one else is in the bathroom with you 

6. Which campus entity do you hate most? 

a. This survey 
b. David Leebron 
c. The Rice Thresher 
d. Trolls on Yik Yak 

7. When you hear SAS, what is the first thing that comes to mind? 

a. Ugh, I don’t want to do this 
b. Mmm, lassis and samosas 

8. What is your familiarity with statistics? 

a. I’ve been finding distributions and estimating parameters since day one 
b. I took most of STAT 310 
c. I know that 0 percent of these questions are taken seriously 
d. I took STAT 280 

9. If you answered a) or b) for question 8, would you be interested in helping us 
analyze the results of the SAS (#BoostUrResume)? There’s a lot of numbers and 
stuff, and we have to find a way to justify drawing conclusions from this data 
when we know that people didn’t take this seriously. 

a. Give me credit hours and you’ve got a deal 
b. No 

10. How would you feel if you knew that the SAS only includes questions that ask 
for your input on issues around campus to make you feel like you have a say in 
things, when in reality we all know who makes the decisions around here? 

a. Wait, what? That’s pretty messed up. 
b. CURSE YOU DEAN HUTCHINSON!!! (shakes fists at the wind) 
c. I understand. I don’t even respect my own opinion. Why would you? 

You are 0.00001 percent done with this survey. NEXT > 

 thirsty@rice.edu. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
WANTED 
TEACH FOR TEST MASTERS! Dynamic and 
Energetic teachers wanted. Starting pay rate 
is $20 to $32 per hour. Flexible schedules. We 
provide all training, all training is paid and we 
pay for travel. Email your resume to rice-jobs@ 
testmasters.com 

TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Rice Alum 
hiring tutors for Middle & High School Math, 
Natural & Social Science, Foreign Language, 
Humanities, and SAT/ACT prep. Reliable 
transportation required. Pay $30/hr+ based on 
experience. Contact 832-428-8330 and email 
resume to siyengar777@gmail.com 

  
chance at happiness. Receive $6,000 per cycle. 
Qualify for FREE Egg Freezing & Storage. 
Apply at donate-eggs.com 

TENNIS INSTRUCTOR for our 10 week Summer 
Camp on Tuesdays, 9am to 4pm. Compensation 
is negotiable. Our camp is located less than 10 
minutes away from Rice. Additional hours are 
available as a camp counselor if interested. 
Please call Laura Schmitt at 713-402-5075 

  LOT 8 SALON (Rice 
Village) 281-881-1444 (call or text). All hair 
lengths needed for: graduate layers, graduated 
bob, pixie cut, men’s cut. Complimentary 
service includes shampoo, cut, blow dry. 
Supervised by artistic directors. Allow 2 hours 
per service. Appointments available Tues-
Thurs 10am & 12pm. 

ADVERTISING 
We accept display and classified 

advertisements. The Thresher reserves 
the right to refuse any advertising for 
any reason. Additionally, the Thresher 
does not take responsibility for the 
factual content of any ad. Printing an 
advertisement does not constitute an 
endorsement by the Thresher. 

Display advertisements must be 
received by 5 p.m. on the Friday prior 
to publication. 

First copy free, second copy $5. 

Cash, check or credit card payment 
must accompany your classified 
advertisement, which must be 
received by 12 p.m. on the Friday prior 
to publication. 

Shannon Klein 
Advertising Manager 
thresher-ads@rice.edu 

P.O. Box 1892 
Houston, TX 77005-1892 

(713) 348-4801 
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